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This edition of our TMC Newsletter shares a brief report on our April Marble Show and highlights the contemporary
handmade marble artistry of Joe Lovell and marbles in Original Packaging. Carroll Collier organized a fine show while
keeping us safe and healthy—thanks Carroll. Joe’s work with marbles is such an important part of our marble shows, we
know you will enjoy his profile in this Newsletter. Finally, be sure to you have our Fall Marble Show on your calendar. Our
Friday evening gathering in 2019 was such a success, we hope to see you again Friday evening October 8, 2021 with our
Show the following day—Show details below.

FALL 2021 MARBLE SHOW — RESERVE YOUR TABLE NOW!
WHEN:

Saturday, October 9, 2021
from 9 am—3 pm

ROOM TRADING:

Thursday and Friday evenings
October 7 & 8

HOTEL:

Radisson Hotel—
North @ Fossil Creek
2540 Meacham Bluv.
Fort Worth, Texas 76106

HOTEL RESERVATIONS:
817.625.9911

SHOW COORDINATOR:
J. Lynn Johnson

TA B LE RE S E RVATI ON S:
940.300.3222 or
Lynn.johnson@unt.edu

TMC SPRING MARBLE SHOW
Our first post-Covid Marble Show was held April 24 in Round
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HANDMADE GLASS ART MARBLES BY JOE LOVELL
Our TMC Marble Shows have been fortunate over the past
few years to have Joe Lovell to share his glass work with us.
Joe is a fine glass artist with his work recognized both known
within and beyond our group. We want to share with you a
few of Joe’s design; keep in mind, that our pictures do not
come close to showing the full intricacy and design of his
marbles.

Rock, Texas. We had room trading the prior Thursday and Friday
evenings. On Saturday, we had fourteen collectors/vendors,
several using multiple tables to display marbles and marble items.
Those good folks came from Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
and of course Texas. We had an active Silent Auction. While the
walk-through visitors are always less than we wish; we had several

Carol and Lyle Jordan asked Joe to design a special marble
that they wished to use in a glass display. Carol asked Joe to
design and make a marble showing the ‘Agave plant’ used in
making our favorite Tequila drink.

families and multiple local collectors visit.
One of the interesting pieces of information that comes from
marble shows are the observations about the kinds of marbles

THE JORDAN’S AGAVE MARBLE

exchanging hands. Of course, we do not collect information on
types, styles, etc., of marbles exchanged but, we do have great
conversations about what has been sold and what has been added

JOE LOVELL MAKING MARBLES

to one’s collection. The following examples were reported:
1. A Leighton marble judged by Block at 9.9 in the early 2000s,
2. Onionskins of various sizes (perhaps as many as 15 or so),
3. At least one Mica, 2’ plus,
4. Several Vitro and Ravenwood marbles,
5. A collection of Bobbie Newman Memorial marbles,
6. Multiple Peltier marbles: Superman, Clown, many NLR with
mica, and
7. Joe Lovell sold all the contemporary marbles he brought and
those he was able to make, Joe said, “I sold everything I had.”
We took just enough time on Saturday to confirm that Phil
Cooke, Jane Armstrong, and Donnie VanVranken will serve on

11 OF JOE’S CONTEMPORARY MARBLES
RICK & JANET HOWARD, JANE ARMSTRONG

the TMC Board a 3 year term ending in 2023 (this term includes

the Covid year of 2020). If you would like to serve on the TMC Board, please contact any Board Member
and your name will be considered. 2021 Board members will be elected at the Fall meeting.

A HUGH THANK YOU TO CARROLL COLLIER, OUR SPRING SHOW COORDINATOR,
FOR ORGANIZING OUR SHOW — “What a pleasure it was to be able to return to something
close to ‘marble show normal’ after missing our hobby in 2020.”

JOE’S PURE WHITE MARBLE

MAKING A MARBLE UP CLOSE
A GROUPING OF JOE LOVELL’S MARBLES
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ORIGINAL PACKAGING OF MARBLES
Original Packaging used by marble manufacturers for sale and distribution is one of our more
important aspects of our hobby. Packaging serves multiple purposes for collectors. First and
foremost, Original Packaging has a beauty and simplicity that is important and appealing to
all observers. Second, Original Packaging is helpful in identifying marbles. It tells and shows
us how marbles came to the marketplace from the manufacturer (i.e., colors, clarity, size, etc.).
These are valued reasons to appreciate marble packaging.

AKRO POPEYE BOXES FROM RICK HOWARD’S COLLECTION, DIFFICULT TO FIND

Block’s research as reported in his Marble Collectors Handbooks, identifies packaging
consisted of cardboard boxes, muslin bags, tin boxes, net or mesh bags, cellophane bags,
polyvinyl bags, and blister cards.
AKRO 150 TIN, CONTAINING ORIGINAL OXBLOOD MARBLES WHEN PURCHASED, BACKFILLED TO COMPLETE CONTENTS, FROM RICK HOWARD’S
COLLECTION

AKRO 300 BOX WITH OXBLOOD SHOOTERS, FROM THE RICK
HOWARD COLLECTION

Original Packaging is associated with machine-made marbles. Packaging seems to have
developed as the early American marble manufacturers developed. While we know that handmade marbles were sold and distributed by Sears&Roebuck in the early Twenty Century, we
do not have many examples of the packaging used. We believe hand-made marbles arrived
at Sears in bulk packages. What we do not know is what packaging Sears use to distribute to
customers.
AKRO SMALL BOXES
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As we develop this section of our newsletter, a quick word of appreciation for the
individual collectors that maintain and care for marble packaging. Think about it; most
of the packaging we will see in our pictures will be 70 or more years old. The packaging
material is primary a paper product that is frugal and negatively impacted by environmental
conditions. Our hobby is indebted to those collectors that make the effort to manage and
maintain Original Packaging. Carroll Collier and Kevin Stump have fine collections of
packaging. For this edition of our Newsletter, Rick and Janet Howard have opened their
packaging collection for us. As you will see in the pictures the Howards have shared with
us, they have acquired and maintained an outstanding collection.

AKRO 200 TIN BOUGHT FROM A LADY IN AUSTIN. THEY WERE HER DAD’S
COLLECTION WHEN THE FAMILY LIVED IN PENNSYLVANIA IN THE 1930S.
“THEY WERE ONLY ALLOWED TO TAKE THE MARBLES OUT ON SPECIAL
OCCASIONS.” FROM THE RICK HOWARD COLLECTION

AKRO CARDINAL RED NO. 0 AND
CARDINAL RED NO. 1. FROM THE RICK
HOWARD COLLECTION

AKRO 250 BOX, VERY OLD. BACKFILLED WITH AKRO ADDS, FROM THE RICK
HOWARD COLLECTION. LID PICTURED ABOVE, INISIDE PICTURED ON THE
LEFT.

AKRO SMALL BOXES

We asked the Howards for
package suggestions. Rick has
acquired most of his items from
marble shows with perhaps 25
percent from the ‘wild’ and 20
percent or so on ebay. Repair
of boxes, like marbles, remains
controversial. His position is
to protect packaging in the
condition when acquired, rather
than repair.
AKRO NO. 1 TRICOLORS
Rick recommends American Machine-Made Marbles book as
a reference for packaging. He tells us that CAC and any 1920
or 30s packaging are difficult to find. And, one always hopes to find packaging that contains
original marbles and related items.

TEXAS MARBLE COLLECTORS
J . LY N N J O H N S O N
8 1 2 LY N H U R S T L A N E
DENTON, TEXAS 76205
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